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E minorRelative keyG majorParallel keyE majorDominant keyB minorSubdominantA minorComponent pitchesE, F♯, G, A, B, C, D E minor is a smaller scale based on E, consisting of pitches E, F♯, G, A, B, C and D. Its key signature has one sharp. Its relative main is the G in charge and its parallel main one is E in
charge. E natural smaller scale is: Music ratings are temporarily disabled. Changes required for melodic and harmonic versions of the scale are written randomly as needed. E harmonic minor and melodic smaller scales are: Music ratings are temporarily disabled. Music scores are temporarily disabled. Much of the
classical guitar repertoire is in E-e minor, as it is a very natural key to the instrument. In standard adjustment (E A D G B E), four of the instrument's six open (uncongained) wires are part of a chord tonic. The key to E is also popular in heavy metal music, as its tonic is the lowest note on a standard tuned guitar. Notable
compositions See also: List of Symphonies in Joseph Haydn's E-Less Symphony No. 44 Trauer Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart Violin Sonata No. 21 Ludwig van Beethoven String Quartet No. 8 Piano Sonata No. 27 Niccolò Paganini Caprice No. 3 Caprice No. 15 Felix Mendelssohn Violin Concerto Frédéric Chopin Nocturne
at E minor Piano Concerto No. 1 Waltz in E minor tude Op. 25, No. 5 Wrong Note Prelude Op. 28, No. 4 Suffocation Charles-Valentin Alkan Le festin d'Ésope, Op. 39, No. 12, out of 12 etudas in all smaller keys Johannes Brahms Symphony No. 4 Cello Sonata No. 1 Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky Symphony No. 5 Antonín
Dvořák Symphony No. 9 From the New World Slavonian Dance No. 2, Op. 46 Slavonian Dance No. Op. 72 Sergei Bortkiewicz Étude No. 10, Op. 15 Nikolai Kapustin Étude de concert, Op. 40, No. 3 Toccatina Edvard Grieg Piano Sonata Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov Scheherazade Edward Elgar Cello Concerto Concerto
Sea Pictures String Quartet Violin Sonata Jean Sibelius Symphony No. 1, Op. 39 Ralph Vaughan Williams Symphony No. 6 Symphony No. 9 Sergei Rachmaninoff Moments musicaux, op. Br. 4 Symphony No. 2 Vocalise, Op. 34, No. 14 Maurice Ravel Le tombeau de Couperin Sergei Prokofiev Montagues and Capulets
Capriccio No. 5, Op. 12 Dmitri Shostakovich Piano Trio No. Symphony No. 10 Johann Sebastian Bach Bourrée in E Minor, BWV 996 Prelude and Fugue in E Minor, BWV 548 5th English Suite in E Minor, BWV 810 Felix Blumenfeld Prelude Op. , No. 4 Ferrucio Busoni Prelude Op. 37, No. 4 Stephen Heller Etude Op. 46,
No 7 Anton Arensky Morceaux caractéristique Op. 36, No. 10 Ne m'oubliez pas Etude Op. 74, No. 9 See also Key (music) Main and minor Chord (music) Chord names and symbols (popular music) External connections Media related to E-minors on Wikimedia Commons retrieved from E Minor Pentatonic Scale: The
Ultimate Guide The E Scale is a useful and fun guitar scale to know. (It's the most widely used chart for lead guitarists.) 3 essential E smaller pentatonic samples. 5 cool licks and shifts in E-less pentatonic that make you sound amazing. How do you know when you can use the E smaller Pentaton scale (in a way that
musically 'works' and actually sounds good.) 2 unavoidable secrets for solo. How to improvise with scales. Over 100,000 guitar students get our top guitar tips and tutorials sent straight to their inbox: Click here to join them Classic E smaller pentatonic chart pattern This is the easiest way to play E minor pentatonic.
(Below are two images. They show the same scale in the form of a card and a chordbox.) (If you don't understand the above image, read our article How to read guitar chords in 60 seconds. It will all clear!) In this video, Mike shares a few simple but great riffing tips in the E smaller Pentatonic scale. Scrolling to 12... One
of the cool things about this ranking is that we can play the same pattern on 12. (If we do, we still play in the E minor pentatonic, but in the higher octave.) Here's what this scale should sound like when playing it on the 12th fret: When you play this scale on the 12th fret, be sure to use the following fingers: 1st and 4th
fingers on the low E string (string 6). 1st and third finger on the A wire. 1st and third finger on the D wire. 1st and 3rd finger on the G wire. 1st and 4th fingers on the B wire. 1st and 4th fingers on the high E string (string 1). 2 Useful tips E smaller pentaton scale is a shortened version of the E smaller scale. The two scales
are identical; the pentaton version simply has two notes removed. Wondering what the Pentaton scale is? The origin of the word pentatonic is Latin and simply means 5 notes. Checkpoint: We're about to run through some more E less pentaton scale patterns. If you are more interested in understanding how and WHEN
to use this cool scale, then scroll down past the samples and see the practical tips and exercises in the bottom half of this guide. Download our main guitar cheat-sheet to make things easier It can be disorienting for guitarists to figure out which scales they work with which keys. With this in mind, we created a prankster;
key and find scale that you can use over and over again. More E smaller pentatonic chart samples We've covered beginners, so now let's look at a few more advanced patterns of this great scale. It is worth noting that the root note is not the first note in any of these samples. (The root note setting changes for each
pattern.) You can find root notes at: 2. 5. fret of B Wondering why root notes matter? Watch this lesson: How to play the lead guitar Use the following fingers for each string: 2nd and 4th on a low E string. 1st and 4th on the A wire. 1st and 4th on the D wire. 1st and 3rd on the G wire. 2nd and 4th on the B wire. 2nd and
4th on the high E string. Top tip: Assigning 1 finger per fret is a great way to build individual finger power and great technique. E Minor Pentatonic Scale: Pattern 3 This shape is a little hard to get under your fingers, but once you have this pattern you will be able to unlock all sorts of pentatonic secrets. Pay attention to
where the root notes are here: 7. 5. fret of B wire. Use the following fingers for this pattern: 1st and 3rd fingers on the E string. 1st and third finger on the A wire. 1st and third finger on the D wire. 1st and 4th fingers on the G wire. 1st and 4th fingers on the B wire. 1st and 3rd fingers on a high E string. E Minor Pentatonic
Scale: Pattern 4 This pattern is great for warming up these fingers and has great musical quality, perfect if you want to spice up your playing. Root notes for sample 4 can be found on: 7. 9. fret G wire. Use these fingers for this pattern: 1st and 4th fingers on a low E string. 1st and 4th fingers on the A wire. 1st and third
finger on the D wire. 1st and 3rd finger on the G wire. 1st and 3rd finger on the B wire. (Or if you prefer you can use fingers 2 and 4 instead. Experiment with this!) 1st and 4th fingers on the high E string! Want free guitar tips and video lessons delivered to your inbox? Join over 100,000 other guitar students and subscribe
to our guitar tip service via email. (It's free.) We'll send you a series of lessons that will move you to the next level of your guitar journey. Learn how to fit everything quickly, easily and efficiently. We share ninja tips (for instant entertainment!) but also timeless basics that will deepen your understanding. E Minor
Pentatonic Scale: Pattern 5 This pattern is the most demanding of all because you need to use your little finger! However, once you get used to using pinky you will fly around the fretboard quickly. The root notes for this pattern can be found at: 12. 9. fret G wires. 12th fret high E wire. Use these fingers on this pattern: 1st
and 3rd fingers on the E string. 1st and third finger on the A wire. 1st and 4th fingers on the D wire. 1st and 4th fingers on the G wire. 1st and 3rd finger on the B wire. (Try experimenting with your 2nd and 4th fingers here too.) 1st and 3rd fingers on a high E string. (Go to use of other and 4th fingers here. You may have
a stronger inclination here, so make the most of it.) Feeling overwhelmed? Don't worry about learning all these proportions Just pick one. These patterns of scale are essential to know, in the end. Remember there's no hurry. You will be much more of a musical guitarist if you focus on just one pattern and master it, than
if you try to remember them all rot. The world is filled with guitarists who know the scales. Very few are musical. Don't just 'learn patterns'. Choose one sample and focus all your energies on how and when to use it. Learn one pattern and stick to it for finally a few months before you take on another. Full E smaller
pentaton scale – All 5 samples We bring 5 E smaller pentatonic patterns laid over the entire guitar door. (Root notes are highlighted in blue.) And this is the card... How do these patterns sound musical? A great place to start is our epic ultimate guide to lead guitar: How To Play Lead Guitar Awesome and fun way to
spice things up (and feel like a guitar hero) is to use a diagonal pattern. More than 100,000 guitar students get our top guitar tips and tutorials sent directly to their inbox: Click here to join them GUITAR HERO TIME! E Smaller Pentaton scale 'Primary diagonal' This 'run' across the neck skips between 3 samples. Try to
navigate through this pattern only using 1st and 3rd fingers, it is important to develop fluidity on the fret board. Download our main guitar cheat-sheet to make things easier It can be disorienting for guitarists to figure out which scales they work with which keys. With this in mind, we created a prankster; key and find scale
that you can use over and over again. Now we've learned samples of scale E less pentatonic scale, let's check when and how we can use it... When can you use the E smaller pentaton scale? You can play the E minor pentatonic chart over the following music keys and it will sound great. E Minor G Major E Major (For a
bluesy feel) Blues in key E This works well because the E smaller Pentaton scale includes notes that are also in these keys. This is not a lesson in theory, so we're not going to go into this in detail here. If you want to learn more about guitar theory look at this lesson: www.nationalguitaracademy.com/guitar-theory/ So
how do I improvise with this scale? If you want to improvise with an E smaller pentatonic scale, you can use any of the buttons shown above with this scale and it will sound great. Read on page 2: Page 1 Page 2E Smaller Pentaton scale: The ultimate guide to playing a main guitar of any kind, it is essential that you can
work out the key to the song. To find out the key to any song, simply see the song's first and last chord. The musical key is a group of scales and chords working together. People often use the terms key and scales in the same way. These two words are used almost interchangeably. The E-less key is often described Eless scale. I I Versa. The same goes for the master keys. The main key to E comes from the E-major scale. And vice versa. How do I come up with a musical key? There's a really easy way to fully know the key to the song. Here's what you do: Check out the song's first and last chords. Let's look at a quick example.
Here's the classic chord progression: E main | G# Smaller | B Main | E Main | What key is the advancement of chords? As you can tell from this progression. The first and last chords are E-major. So the key to that progression is in the E-Major's key. Easy, isn't it? Let's try another chord progression. E Smaller | B smaller
| Minor | E smaller So the first and last chords in this progression are E smaller. Therefore, the key to this chord progression is in the E-less key. You can do this method for any key, you just need to check the first and last chords. To learn more about music keys see these two articles How to play the lead guitar to learn
guitar scales in 8 simple steps OK, I understand what the musical key is, but how to use these scales for solo?! There are two main tips you can use to become the God of Solo. Play chart root notes. Learn to lick your guitar. Tip#1: Targeting root notes roots are a fantastic way of sounding awesome. You may find when
you play the E smaller Pentaton scale, some notes sound better than others. When solo, it is essential to target the root note. This is your hero note! You'll never sound bad when you play root note. It always sounds fantastic. What is a root note? Root note is the first note in scale or chord. So, for example, are notes in E
smaller Pentatonic scale: 1. G 3. 4. B 5. D So the root note is... Yes, you guessed it, E! Let's try the chord, here are the notes for G minor chord: 1. G 2. Bb 3. D Therefore, the root note in G is a minor chord, G. Finding the root note in scale Usually the root note is the first note you play. For example, if you play the first
sample E smaller pentaton scale, it starts at the root. (This is either an open E string or a 12th fret low E string, depending on which octave you play it in) However, for other patterns root note is NOT the first note on the scale. With this in mind, it is important to be aware of where the notes of E root are. Here's a diagram
of all the notes in the E smaller pentatonic scale, the root notes are highlighted in blue: From this it is seen that there are notes of E root on: Low and high E string. 12th fret of low and high E string. 7th and 19th 2nd and 14th 9th fret G wires. 5th and 17th. When solo, make sure you target these notes! It's the fastest way
to sound awesome. Tip#2: Learn guitar lick guitar licks are and an easy way to sound amazing. What's guitar licking? Licking is a small musical phrase that you can use when improvising. Think of it this way, if you've ever gone abroad you may have learned a phrase in another language to help you communicate with
others. Licking is the musical equivalent of learning a language phrase. Lollipops are designed to help you get the sound of scales in your head. Generating your own improvisational ideas can be difficult, learning to lick helps with that. They allow you to improvise faster! In this video, Mike will show you 5 cool lollipops
and shifts that use an E smaller pentaton scale. Once you've learned some cool lollipops and movies you can try them over the backing track. Here's a great backing song through which you can use these ideas: do you like guitar solo? We bring you the 50 greatest guitar solos of guitar world: the 50 greatest guitar solos
Do you want more licks? Want more? Can! Lick #1: The Country One This lick is perfect for country styles and uses an open E smaller pentaton scale! Here's the tab: Watch this video to learn how to play this lollipop: This one is fast, so make sure you practice this one slowly. Here's the card: Here's what it's supposed to
sound like: Lick #3: The Blues Lick This one has a great bluesy feel, play this lollipop with feeling and soul! Here's what it's supposed to sound like: kind of guitar player are you? Solve our quiz in 60 seconds and get your results: Take The Quiz You want free guitar tips and video lessons delivered to your inbox? Join over
100,000 other guitar students and subscribe to our guitar tip service via email. (It's free.) We'll send you a series of lessons that will move you to the next level of your guitar journey. Learn how to fit everything quickly, easily and efficiently. We share ninja tips (for instant entertainment!) but also timeless basics that will
deepen your understanding. Popular lessons How to learn guitar: 11-step program for beginners 10 easy songs for beginners How to strum guitar How to choose the perfect beginner Guitar Notes Explained: Beginner's Guide How to Play Lead Guitar 3 Easy Ways to Play Bm More Cool Guitar Stuff Learn more about the
National Guitar Academy: Visit our YouTube channel for fun guitar videos about us. Join us on Facebook for daily guitar tips. Listen to our Learn Guitar Podcast for quick guitar progress. Check out our free chord lessons. Read on page 2: Page 1 Page 2 2
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